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Prologue ANeCHoIC 
InstallatIon, 4 subMarIne Models buIlt by 
borIs VolkoV, InuIt throat sIngIng by alacIe 
tullaugaq and lucy aMarualIk, 2010

the arctic – which is comprised of parts of canada, 
greenland (denmark), russia, the USA (alaska), 
Iceland, norway, sweden and Finland and 
International waters – is by no account a neutral 
space, not a blank spot on the map, but a 
long-disputed geographical area. While the run to 
the north Pole in the 19th century was certainly 
spurred by the discoverers’ sense of sportsmanlike 
competition, it also invariably entailed national 
territorial claims. during the cold War, american 
and soviet nuclear propelled and ballistic missile 
carrying submarines (such as the typhoon and the 
ohio class SSBN and the hunter-killer subs of the 
los angeles and akula class) started patrolling the 
arctic waters in a constant state of readiness for a 
nuclear first or second strike and intelligence 
gathering missions. the arctic is littered with 
military facilities from that era such as the distant 
early Warning line in the north of canada and 
alaska. the forceful settlement and sedentarisation 
of canada’s original inhabitants in the 1950s was 
itself instrumental to the reformulation of territorial 
claims in the arctic. the recession of glaciers and 
the melting of permafrost in the wake of global 
climate change are now opening up new possibili-
ties for the exploitation of natural resources in the 
arctic, as well as the feasibility of sea routes 
through the northwest and northeast Passages. 
the submarine hunter killer game is continuing …

In the Prologue gallery, visitors can hear Inuit 
throat singing by alacie tullaugaq and lucy 
amarualik. alacie and lucy are Inuit women from 
Puvirnituk, nunavik (northern quebec) they are 
considered to be the best throat singers of the 
region. they strongly believe in keeping the Inuit 
tradition alive by chanting (throat singing), which 

SSN-688 LoS ANgeLeS cLASS NucLeAr AttAck 
SubmAriNe (uSA), 1:150, L = 731 mm

 ▪ Builders: newport news shipbuilding co.
general dynamics electric boat division.

 ▪ Power Plant: one S6G reactor one shaft at 
35,000 shp, Improved Performance Machinery 
Program Phase I [on 688 Improved]

 ▪ length: 360 feet (109.73 meters)
 ▪ Beam: 33 feet (10 meters)
 ▪ disPlacement: 6,927 tons 

(6210 metric tons) submerged
 ▪ sPeed: official: 20+ knots (23+ miles per hour, 

36.8+ kph), actual: 30 – 32 knots maximum 
submerged speed

 ▪ oPerating dePth: official: “greater than 
800 feet”, actual: 950 feet [300 meters] 
test depth

 ▪ actual: 1475 feet [450 meters] collapse depth
 ▪ hull: HY-80 steel
 ▪ crew: 13 officers, 116 enlisted
 ▪ armament: harpoon and tomahawk ASM/LAM 

missiles from VLS tubes, MK-48 torpedoes from 
four 533-mm torpedo tubes (seawolf has 8)

 ▪ comBat systems: AN/BPS-5 surface search 
radar, AN/BPS-15 A/16 navigation and fire control 
radar, TB-16D passive towed sonar arrays, TB-23 
passive “thin line” towed array, AN/BQG-5D wide 
aperture flank array, AN/BQQ-5D/E low frequency 
spherical sonar array, AN/BQS-15 close range 
active sonar (for ice detection); 
MIDAS Mine and Ice detection avoidance 
system, SADS-TG active detection sonar type 2 
attack periscope (port), type 18 search 
periscope (starboard) AN/BSY-1 (primary 
computer); UYK-7; UYK-43; UYK-44 WLR-9 
acoustic Intercept receiver ESM

Projekt 971 ShukA b, AkuLA cLASS NucLeAr 
AttAck SubmAriNe (uSSr), 1:150, L = 735 mm

 ▪ classification: Podvodnaya lodka atomnaya 
(PLA), nuclear Powered submarine 

 ▪ designer: g. n. chernyshev at Malakhit
 ▪ Builders: Zavod imeni leninskiy komsomol, 

komsolol’sk-na-amur, sevmashpredpriyatiye, 
severodvinsk

 ▪ disPlacement: 5,700 – 7,500 tons surfaced,
7,900 – 9,100 tons submerged 
7,900 – 9,500 tons submerged – akula II

 ▪ sPeed: 20 knots surfaced, 28 – 35 knots 
submerged 

 ▪ oPerating dePth: 1,475 feet Maximum safe 
depth, 1,804 feet never-exceed depth, 
1,970 – 2,160 feet crush depth 

 ▪ dimensions: 108.0 meters long, 111.7 meters 
long 13.5 meters beam, 9.6 meters draft 

 ▪ ProPulsion: 1 190 MW OK-650B pressurized 
water nuclear reactor, 1 OK-7 steam turbine 
43,000 shp, 2 OK-2 turbogenerators rated at 
2,000kw, 1 7 bladed propeller 

 ▪ endurance: 4,500 full power hours,
80 days stores edurance 

 ▪ crew: 51–62 [25 officers / 26 enlisted] 
 ▪ armament: Missiles: 21 /81R (SS-N-15) or 

Vodopad (SS-N-16)

is why they do some teaching to young people to 
pass this on to the next generation. alacie and 
lucy learned how to chant at the ages of 9–10 from 
their mothers and grandmothers. they first 
became parners in the 1970s and since then have 
travelled around the world. Many of the songs are 
imitations of animals, and they are the same songs 
that were sung by their mothers and their mothers 
mothers before them. back then they were mainly 
chanting when in a gathering, celebrating 
someone’s first kill (animal) when the men came 
back from hunting. the mothers would also chant 
to help put the children to sleep.

alacie tullaugaq was born april 20, 1935 in a 
camp close to the present day village of Puvirnituk 
and has always lived there to this day. she has been 
married since 1955 and is mother to eight children 
plus two foster children. she teaches throat singing 
to children from 6 to 11 years of age. lucy amarualik 
was born october 16, 1934 in an camp close of the 
present day community of kangirsujuak. her family 
established themselves in Puvirnituk where she now 
lives. she has been married since 1955 and is the 
mother of eight children. 

Inuit throat singing is also sometimes practised 
as a game, where two women face each other to 
see which one can outlast the other.

Project 941 cLASS tyPhooN NucLeAr 
bALLiStic miSSiLe LAuNcher SubmAriNe 
(uSSr), 1:150, L = 1147 mm

 ▪ soviet designation: 941 akula
 ▪ us-designation: typhoon
 ▪ develoPment Began: december 1973
 ▪ design Bureau: central design bureau for 

Marine engineering “rubin” 
 ▪ chief designer: s. h. kovalev 
 ▪ Builders: nr. 402 severodvinsk 
 ▪ construction and outfit: 

March 1977 – september 1989
 ▪ service time: december 1981 – current

 ▪ torPedoes: total of 40 weapons 4 21-in 
(533-mm) torpedo tubes, 4 26-in (650-mm) 
torpedo tubes (bow), 6 external tubes 
[Improved akula and akula II] 

 ▪ systems: chiblis surface search radar, 
Medvyedista-945 navigation system, Molniya-M 
satellite communications, MGK-80 (?) 
underwater communications, tsunami, kiparis, 
anis, sintez and kora communications 
antennas, Paravan towed VLF antenna, Vspletsk 
combat direction system 

 ▪ sonars: MGK-503-M skat active/passive suite, 
akula flank arrays, Pelamida towed array, 
MG-70 mine detection sonar 

 ▪ countermeasures: bukhta ESM/ECM, 
2 MG-74 korund noise simulation decoys 
(torpedo-sized), MT-70 sonar intercept 
receiver, nikhrom-M IFF

suBmarine models produced by boris Volkov, 
severodvinsk, russia

MAP (World) 
Wall PaIntIng, aPProx. 12 × 5,2 M, 2010 

recently, the popular understanding of the arctic 
has been shifting from an imagined solitary, empty 
place to a more accurate global understanding  
of a landscape undergoing dramatic shifts not  
only ecologically, but culturally, politically, and 
economically. however, the circumpolar region 
has been a lens concentrating these global 
dynamics for decades. looking at all of these 
 overlapping interests together proves how active 
the arctic actually is. 

the map shows the most prominent oil and gas 
fields with their pipelines, shipping routes, and the 
disasters that inevitably follow the extraction of 
these resources. the arctic is not only a place of 
economic movement, but ecologic movement as 
well; displayed are, amongst others, minimal sea 
ice extensions, the gradual shift of the magnetic 
north Pole and the 10 °c isotherm, providing 
insight of the arctic as a place of change and 
adaptation, and more so today than ever before. 
Political dynamics are represented through the 
oceanic ridges, and border extensions, research 
stations, militarization, and the northwest and 
northeast Passages. the past misconception of 
the north as an empty place has materialized in 
the footprints of southern exploitation through 
nuclear waste dumps, former soviet gulag 
camps, and early explorer’s routes claiming land 
for their respective countries while ignoring the 
indigenous population’s rights. 

concePt By API
Painted maP design By labor  b  designbüro
hand-Painted By sabine kehse, silke bachner, 
renata aaraus

 ▪ numBer of shiPs: 6
 ▪ armament: d-19 launch system with 20 r-39 

missiles, 2-650mm torpedo tubes, 4-533mm 
torpedo tubes 

 ▪ Power Plant: 2 pressurized water reactors, 
190 MW each, 2 steam turbines, 50.000 hp each

 ▪ ProPellers: 2 × 7 blade fixed-pitch shrouded
 ▪ length: 170 – 172 meters 
 ▪ Beam: 23 – 23.3 meters
 ▪ draft: 11 – 11.5 meters
 ▪ disPlacement: 23,200 – 24,500 tons surfaced, 

33,800 – 48,000 tons submerged
 ▪ maximum diving dePth: 500 meters 
 ▪ sPeed: 12 – 16 knots surface, 

25 – 27 knots submerged
 ▪ crew: 150 men (50 officers) 
 ▪ endurance: 90 – 120 days

SSbN-726 ohio cLASS NucLeAr bALLiStic 
miSSiLe LAuNcher SubmAriNe (uSA), 1:150, 
L = 1138 mm

 ▪ Builders: general dynamics 
electric boat division

 ▪ Power Plant: one S8G nuclear reactor core 
reloaded every nine years, two geared steam 
turbines, one shaft, output of 60,000 hp

 ▪ length: 560 feet (170.69 meters)
 ▪ Beam: 42 feet (10.06 meters)
 ▪ disPlacement: surfaced: 16,764 tons, 

submerged: 18,750 tons
 ▪ sPeed: official: 20+ knots 

(23+ miles per hour, 36.8 +kph)
 ▪ actual: 25 knots submerged speed
 ▪ oPerating dePth: official: “greater than 

800 feet”, actual: greater than 1,000 feet
 ▪ armament: 24 - tubes for trident I and II, 4 - 

torpedo tubes with MK48 torpedoes
 ▪ sensors: BQQ-6 bow mounted sonar, 

BQR-19 navigation, BQS-13 active sonar, 
TB-16 towed array

 ▪ crew: 15 officers, 140 enlisted

CIrCuMPolAr FlAgs 
collectIon oF Flags FroM autonoMous and 
seMI-autonoMous regIons oF the arctIc, 2010

hanging from the ceiling of the PHOENIX halle is 
a collection of flags from circumpolar autonomous 
and semi-autonomous regions in the arctic. In 
light of the international land disputes often based 
on economic, natural resource and strategic 
perspectives, API recognizes its partners, the local 
inhabitants and their political and economic 
interests.

concePt/research: Matthew biederman

C-AsTrAl ArCTIC seNsINg 
lANdsCAPe (AerIAl 
IgloolIk ANd IkPIk) 
reMote sensIng oF arctIc landscaPe (aerIal 
Photos oF IgloolIk and IkPIk), 2009

C-ASTRAL Arctic Sensing landscape consists of two 
aerial photographs of Igloolik and Ikpik, taken in 
august 2009 with the help of the unmanned aerial 
vehicle (UAV) BRAMOR, developed by the C-ASTRAL 
team in slovenia. C-ASTRAL is an offshoot of the 
Projekt atol PACT SYSTEMS activities in the 
unmanned robotics field that have started in 1999. 
In 2004 these research and development efforts 
were joined by two young engineers, samo stopar 
and nejct trošt to form C-ASTRAL ltd. in 2007.

In august 2009, Matthew biederman, Marko 
Peljhan and nejc trošt joined a 21-day trip of 
several Inuit families and elders from nunavut 
organized by Igloolik Isuma Productions in order to 
visit places of their ancestors and traditional camp 
sites throughout Foxe basin, including the Ikpik 
bay area. API was invited to join the trip by Paul 
quassa. together with their guide Ikkiraapik harry 
Ituqsarjuat, they landed and worked on several 
islands and peninsulae in Foxe basin and baffin 
Island, stopping for longer periods on qaggiagvik 
Island, Maniqtuuk Island, Ikpik river mouth area 
and Ilutulaaq kangiqllu. they spent long periods of 
time talking and learning from the elders about the 
life on the land in the past and potential futures on 
the land. several systems were tested: environ-
mental monitoring capabilities for “citizen” 
sensing solutions in nunavut, long distance data 
and voice communication systems and conducted 
unmanned aerial surveying of the Ikpik bay area 
and Igloolik, the result of which are the two 
composite instant orthophoto images.

For API this exercise allowed the opportunity to 
further develop the kallitaq (mobile unit) and its 
systems with direct input from community mem-
bers as well as gaining a greater  understanding of 
the social context in which it will be operating.

the arctic Perspective Initiative (API) is a 
 non-profit, international group of individuals 
and organizations whose goal is to direct 
attention to the global cultural and ecological 
significance of the polar regions. these are 
zones of contemporary geopolitical conflict 
and at the same time potential spaces for trans-
national and intercultural cooperation and 
collaboration. the exhibition Arctic  Perspective 
documents the development of a mobile work 

ArCTIC PersPeCTIve
and habitation system which can be used for 
nomadic dwelling, environmental monitoring 
and media based work “on the land”, away 
from the established arctic settlements as well 
as its connection to traditional knowledge and 
culture. the exhibition focuses on the notions 
of architecture, geopolitics, autonomy, tech-
nology, and landscape, while featuring other 
positive, northern initiatives and projects that 
reflect these notions and values of API.



ᑕᑦᓯᐹ (TATsIPAA) 
ᑕᑦᓯᐹ (TATsIPAA) = Feel by TouCH
enVIronMental assessMent Mesh netWork, 
2009 – Present (ongoIng)

the stereotypical scientific paradigm in the 
circumpolar regions is that of the southern 
researcher heading north, collecting data and 
returning south, using the information for their 
own work. Instead, the tatsipaa allows for the 
opportunity for communities to monitor their 
environment naturally through typical use, and 
living on the land. the sensornet is a small, 
affordable, customizable mesh based network of 
environmental assessment nodes. an example of 
its usage might be that a hunter would ‘check-out’ 
a node, and head out on the land to hunt. along 
the way a set of environmental measurements 
would be logged automatically and stored 
according to their location. upon returning, the 
node would automatically upload its data to a 
central server. the data would then slowly 
aggregate, building a database of land use and 
measurements of microclimates along the way. 
under this paradigm of ‘citizen-sensing’ the 
community owns its own science and allows for 
healthy, sustainable monitoring of their local 
environment, rather than relying on southern 
researchers. the tatsipaa extends the connection 
to the land through technology for the entire 
community.

the nodes can also be distributed on the land 
in fixed locations and can operate continuously, 
sending environmental data back to the commu-
nity in real time as well as serving as repeater 
stations extending the reach of the network.

concePt: Matthew biederman, Marko Peljhan
developed in conjunction with sensestage/labxmodal 
 (Montreal), and API
the plans of the tatsipaa will be published in the  
technology cahier under an open source license.

CoMMoN dATA ProCessINg 
ANd dIsPlAy uNIT (CdPdu) 
data dIsPlay and ProcessIng archItecture, 
deVeloPed sInce 2008

the common data Processing and display unit 
(CDPDU) is a data display and processing 
architecture built to open hardware and software 
standards. the CDPDU serves as one of the public 
faces of the arctic Perspective Initiative project 
throughout its duration. the first prototypes of the 
data collection units were installed in Montreal, 
quebec, santa barbara, california, ljubljana, 
slovenia and Igloolik, nunavut. these collection 
units are all sending their data in real-time to the 
CDPDU in order to be processed and displayed for 
the public.

In its next phase, multiple CDPDUs will function 
as a networked computational cluster for the 
aggregation, processing and display the data and 
content produced within the API framework. the 

PlACeNAMes (NuNAvuT) 
Wall PaIntIng, PrInted MaPs, 2010

this map shows the return to the indigenous 
placenames of nunavut from imposed colonial 
names, as well as traditional names that have 
been in use for generations. In 1999, nunavut 
(ᓄᓇᕗᑦ, “our land”) became a federal territory in 
canada through the nunavut act and the nunavut 
land claims agreement (see the full agreement in 
the API library). slowly, traditional placenames are 
officially replacing their colonial counterparts. For 
example, since 1987, the capital is known as Iqaluit 
(ᐃᖃᓗᐃᑦ, “place of fish”). It was formerly 
Frobisher bay, named after the bay the city sits on. 
the bay itself was named after sir Martin 
Frobisher, who ‘discovered’ the bay in 1576 and 
returned many times, believing the land there 
contained gold, but his mining efforts proved 
futile. In 1942, the us military built an american 
airbase at the head of the bay during WWII, and 
the location began to be permanently settled. 
since 2006, the Inuit heritage trust has officially 
added over 400 new and changed names officially 
to canada’s register, with over 1000 more waiting 
to be approved.

concePt By: API
Placename maPs courtesy of Inuit heritage trust (www.ihti.ca), 
produced in collaboration with community members 
Painted maP design: labor  b  designbüro
hand-Painted By: sabine kehse, silke bachner, 
renata aaraus

sharI gearheard

THe IglINIIT ProjeCT 
the Igliniit Project is an International Polar year 
(IPY) project that took place in clyde river, 
nunavut from 2006 to 2010. as part of the larger 
IPY projects, SIKU and ISIUOP, the Igliniit Project 
brought Inuit hunters and geomatics engineering 
students together to design, build, and test a tool 
to assist hunters in documenting their observa-
tions of the environment. by combining a global 
Positioning system (GPS) receiver, a mobile 
weather station, a Personal digital assistant (PDA), 
and a digital camera, the hunters and engineering 
students in Igliniit co-developed and piloted a 
system that allows hunters to contribute to 
environmental research in an active way, through 
the regular use of their environment, documenting 
observations and experiences in context, as they 
happen.

despite hardware problems and the challenges 
of using such technology in arctic winter, the data 
collected by hunters provides detailed, dynamic, 
geo-referenced information about the environment 
that could otherwise not be collected. With 
continued development, this technology could be 
useful in many different regions and applications 

network of the collection units and the CDPDUs 
will serve as an interface to the public in addition 
to disseminating the data to be further studied by 
scientists, used by artists, or aggregated into 
larger research clusters. the hardware and 
software architectures of the CDPDU are open 
source.

the datasets displayed on the CDPDU are 
acquired, processed and displayed from the 
following sources:

 ▪ terra, aqua and seastar, (MODIS instrument, 
seaWiFs instrument)

 ▪ the ARCTIC PERSPECTIVE INITIATIVE hydroponic 
test units (API HTU)

 ▪ the university of california santa barbara STEM 
initiative experimental sensor system (UCSB 
STEM ESS)

 ▪ BLACKCLOUD.ORG project, headed by greg 
niemeyer, university of california berkeley 
(www.blackcloud.org)

 ▪ NOETIX Polarview Ice edge Monitoring

sensors and displays list:
1.	 AQUA SATELLITE MODIS INSTRUMENT CLOROPHYL 

CONCENTRATION
2.	 TERRA SATELLITE MODIS INSTRUMENT  

CLOROPHYL CONCENTRATION
3.	 AQUA SATELLITE MODIS INSTRUMENT  

PARTICULATE ORGANIC CARBON
4.	 AQUA SATELLITE MODIS INSTRUMENT SEA 

SURFACE TEMPERATURE DAYTIME
5.	 AQUA SATELLITE MODIS INSTRUMENT SEA 

SURFACE TEMPERATURE NIGHTTIME
6.	 AQUA SATELLITE MODIS AEROSOL OPTICAL 

THICKNESS
7.	 SEASTAR SATELLITE SEAWIFS INSTRUMENT 

BIOSPHERE NORMALIZED DIFFERENCE  
VEGETATION INDEX

8.	 SEASTAR SATELLITE SEAWIFS INSTRUMENT  
LAND REFLECTANCE 

9.	 SEASTAR SATELLITE SEAWIFS INSTRUMENT 
PHOTOSYNTHETICALLY AVAILABLE RADIATION

10.	API HTU Montreal, santa barbara environmental 
sensors and images

11.	 UCSB STEM ESS environmental sensors 
and image processing

12.	 BLACKCLOUD sensor systems
13.	 RADARSAT and ENVISAT ASAR synthetic 

aperture radar (SAR)

the seastar spacecraft, developed by orbital 
sciences corporation, carries the SEAWIFS 
instrument and was launched to low earth orbit on 
board an extended Pegasus launch vehicle on 
august 1, 1997. the Moderate resolution Imaging 
spectroradiometer MODIS instrument is operating 
on both the terra and aqua spacecraft. It has a 
viewing swath width of 2,330 km and views the 
entire surface of the earth every one to two days. 
Its detectors measure 36 spectral bands between 
0.405 and 14.385 µm, and it acquires data at three 
spatial resolutions – 250m, 500m, and 1,000m. 
the first MODIS instrument was launched on board 

for understanding the environment and human- 
environment relationships over time and space. 
the approach, of supporting local people in their 
own activities year-round and outfitting them 
with a simple but powerful tool to document their 
environmental observations, proves a promising 
method in future community-based environmental 
research and monitoring, with applications as well 
in land-use planning, resource management, 
hazards mapping, wildlife and harvest studies, and 
search and rescue operations. 

In Inuktitut, igliniit refers to trails routinely 
travelled. countless trails are known and used by 
Inuit; these trails join to create a vast network 
across the canadian north and the arctic. the 
location, use, condition, and changes in igliniit 
over space and time can help understand a great 
deal about the environment and human-environ-
ment relationships. In our project, the use of 
igliniit provided inspiration for the creation of a 
tool to help Inuit hunters document observations 
of their environment as they travel. this tool, in 
turn, provides a potential means for Inuit to stay 
active on the land, get younger Inuit involved in 
land activities, and both contribute to and lead 
 environmental research and monitoring efforts. 
the development of the Igliniit Project (or 
simply “Igliniit”, as its team members refer to 
it) happened in clyde river (kangiqtugaapik), 
nunavut in 2005. at that time gearheard, a 
clyde river resident, had been working with 
the community for five years documenting Inuit 
knowledge of climate and environmental change.

source: shari gearheard, gary aipellee, and kyle o’keefe: 
the Igliniit Project: combining Inuit knowledge and 
geomatics engineering to develop a new observation tool for 
hunters (abstract and Introduction). In: I. krupnik et al. 
(eds.), SIKU: Knowing Our Ice, DOI 10.1007/978-90-481-8587-
0_8 (chapter 8), springer science+business Media b.V. 2010, 
pp. 181ff.

contriButing authors: apiusie apak, jayko enuaraq, 
david Iqaqrialu, laimikie Palluq, jacopie Panipak, amosie 
sivugat, desmond chiu, brandon culling, sheldon lam, 
josiah lau, andrew levson, tina Mosstajiri, jeremy Park, 
trevor Phillips, Michael brand, ryan enns, edward Wingate, 
Peter Pulsifer, and christine homuth.

suPPorted By: Ittaq heritage and research centre; 
nammautaq hunters and trappers association; International 
Polar year Federal Program canada; geomatics department, 
schulich school of engineering, university of calgary; 
geomatics and cartographic research centre, carleton 
university; Inuit sea Ice use and occupancy Project

the terra satellite on 18 december 1999, and the 
second was launched on board the aqua satellite 
on 4 May 2002. the MODIS instruments provide 
calibrated, geolocated radiance data from 
individual bands, and a series of geophysical 
products from land, ocean, and atmosphere 
disciplines that can be used for studies of 
processes and trends on local to global scales. 
this data helps scientists understand the earth as 
a system, facilitating their ability to predict global 
climate changes and to differentiate between the 
impact of human activities and natural activities 
on the environment.

the satellite data displayed in this first phase is 
processed by the NASA/goddard oceancolor 
group at the goddard space Flight center 
distributed active data center and can be used for 
research and educational purposes only and are 
part of research into satellite data display that is 
being conducted at the university of california 
santa barbara Media arts and technology Program 
under the direction of Prof. Marko Peljhan.

the API HTU systems was designed and 
developed by the Matthew biederman and Marko 
Peljhan for the purposes of the API funded 
development for polar art/science research, the 
UCSB STEM ESS is designed and developed by the 
students of UCSB MAT under the direction of Prof. 
Marko Peljhan.

the BLACKCLOUD project was designed and 
developed by the BLACKCLOUD team, headed by 
greg niemeyer at UCB.

cDPDu Project teAm

concePt: Marko Peljhan
central software framework: Wesley smith
software and hardware frameworks: 
Matthew biederman, UCSB MATP (amichi amar, 
Wesley smith, Pablo colapinto, anil camci, andres 
burbano), SEADAS, NASA/goddard ocean color 
group, Marko Peljhan
enclosure engineering: nejc trošt, 
samo stopar, andrej bizjak
renders: nejc trošt
workshoP: C-ASTRAL ltd., slovenia
suPPorted By: university of california santa 
barbara, Media arts and technology Program

blackcloud was funded by the digital Media 
learning grant from the Macarthur Foundation, 
as well as swissnex, Pro helvetia and the Mellon 
Foundation. team rhea cortado (costume 
designer), aida eltorie (arts Manager), andy 
garcia (teacher, Manual arts high school), 
laura greig (artist/web designer), Farley gwazda 
(artist), nik hanselmann (Programmer/artist), 
eric kaltman (Programmer), geoff koops (artist), 
reza naima (hardware engineer), greg niemeyer 
(Principal Investigator) and daye rogers (Video 
documentary).

thanks to: UCSB MATP, george legrady, C-ASTRAL ltd., 
slovenia 
With the support of the Ministry of culture, republic of 
slovenia, city of ljubljana cultural department

QIllAllugAQ QAkkuTAQ 
QIllAllugAQ TugAllIk 
tWo Whale Models, 2010

delphinapterus leucas (beluga) and Monodon 
Monoceros (narwhal) whales models.

concePt: Marko Peljhan
modelling and design: Miha bratina, nejc trošt

API-Hydro-1-gArdeN 
hydroPonIc garden systeM, led lIghtIng 
systeM, VarIous Vegetables, 2010

nearly all fresh vegetables and fruits available in 
nunavut are shipped thousands of kilometers. 
only the hardiest and most bio-engineered arrive 
there, and are available only at a great expense. 
dehydrated foods, prepared foods and soda are 
generally cheaper than items that are healthy, 
fresh and have a higher nutritional value. the 
hydro-1 garden is a hydroponic garden developed 
for use in nunavut as a community garden in 
Igloolik. after the exhibition the system will be 
custom fit into a container, and shipped to 
nunavut in order to become a community garden, 
providing free vegetables for the community. 

the hydroponic garden uses no soil, instead 
feeding the plants by a nutrient infused water. 
light emitting diodes custom tuned for the light 
spectrum that is best for growth (hence the pink 
light) uses an extremely low amount of electricity. 
In the north, the entire system will be powered by 
renewable resources, and will produce fresh 
vegetables, fruits and herbs year round.

concePt and design: Matthew biederman / Marko Peljhan
developed in conjunction with grow nrW 
the plans of the hydro-1-garden will be published in the 
technology cahier under an open source license.
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WesT bAFFIN eskIMo  
Co-oPerATIve  
(kINNgAIT Co-oPerATIve, 
kINNgAIT sTudIos) 
Incorporated in 1959, the West baffin eskimo 
co-operative (WBEC) was the first Inuit-owned 
co-operative to be formed with start-up assist-
ance from the canadian federal government. over 
the next five years, 20 co-ops were established 
across the northwest territories (which at that 
time included the future territory of nunavut), 
from cape dorset in the east to holman Island in 
the west. today, there are 35. these community 
co-ops were established to provide income, 
employment and services to their growing 
 communities.

the co-operative is known locally as kinngait 
co-operative. the word kinngait (pronounced 
“king – ite”) describes the high, undulating hills 
surrounding the community of cape dorset. 
collectively, the co-op’s world-renowned graphic 
arts studios are recognized as the kinngait studios.

the West baffin eskimo co-operative is wholly 
owned by its membership, representing the 
majority of the adult population of the community. 
all members are residents of cape dorset and 
almost all are of Inuit descent. 

WBEC is unique among co-operatives in the 
arctic for its sustained focus on the arts and artists 
of the community. arts activities fall under the um-
brella of the Producer division of the co-op, which 
includes two fine art printmaking studios in cape 
dorset for stonecut and lithography, and the 
carving buying operation. the co-op also operates 
a retail grocery and supply store. established in 
1960, the store has expanded to keep pace with 
the growing community and now serves as its 
home hardware and yamaha snowmobile 
dealership. the consumer division also adminis-
ters several community service contracts, 
providing essential services such as the local 
delivery of heating fuel and gasoline. the co-op’s 
most enduring contribution however, to both the 
community of cape dorset and the world beyond 
has been the prints and carvings produced by its 
extraordinary stable of artist members.

In the exhibition prints from the following artists 
(from the kinngait studios) are included:
Mayoreak ashoona, soroseelutu ashoona, 
Iyola kingwatsiak, simeonie kopapik, 
ulayu Pingwartok, annie Pootoogook, 
kananginak Pootoogook, napachie Pootoogook, 
Mary Pudlat, oshoochiak Pudlat, Pudlo Pudlat, 
tikitu qinnuayuak, eegyvudluk ragee, 
kakulu saggiaktok, jamasie teevee

on loan from dorset Fine arts

documentary films produced by the national Film 
board of canada

monitor 3
 ▪ Qimmiq, 1981, 24 min 15 s, Production agency: 

Inuk Films ltd.
http://www.onf-nfb.gc.ca/eng/collection/film/?id=13715

 ▪ Qallunaat! Why White People Are Funny, 2006, 
52 min 05 s, Production agency: beachwalker 
Films Inc., national Film board of canada
http://www.onf-nfb.gc.ca/eng/collection/film/?id=52432 

 ▪ In Celebration of Nunavut – Exploiting the 
North, Vols. 1–6, 1999, 257 min 32 s, Production 
agency: national Film board of canada
http://www.onf-nfb.gc.ca/eng/collection/film/?id=50138

monitor 4
 ▪ In celebration of Nunavut – Netsilik, Vols. 1–11, 

1999, 653 min 31 s, Production agency: national 
Film board of canada
http://www.onf-nfb.gc.ca/eng/collection/film/?id=50135

room 3 

In another room, early fiction, documentary 
films, and youth drama produced by Igloolik 
Isuma Productions are shown on monitors. 

early fiction:
 ▪ Qaggiq (gathering Place), 1989, 58:00 Min.
 ▪ Nunaqpa (going Inland), 1991, 58:15 Min.
 ▪ Saputi (Fish traps), 1993, 30:30 Min.

documentaries & youth drama: 
 ▪ Nipi (Voice), 1999, 51:00 Min.
 ▪ Nanugiurutiga (My First Polar bear), 2000, 

48:00 Min.
 ▪ Ajainaa! (almost!), 2001, 52:00 Min.
 ▪ Artcirq, 2001, 52:00 Min.
 ▪ Arviq! (bowhead!), 2002, 52:00 Min.
 ▪ Angakkuiit (shaman stories), 2003, 52:00 Min.
 ▪ Kunuk Family Reunion, 2004, 48:00 Min.
 ▪ Qallunajatut (urban Inuk), 2005, 48:00 Min.
 ▪ Unakuluk (dear little one), 2005, 46:00 Min.
 ▪ Kiviaq vs. Canada, 2006, 46:49 Min.
 ▪ Issaitttuq (Waterproof), 2007, 45:00 Min.
 ▪ 407, 2006, 09:00 Min.

IgloolIk IsuMA 
ProduCTIoNs 
Isuma (Inuktitut syllabics, ᐃᓱᒪ; Inuktitut for “to 
think”) is canada’s first Inuit production company 
co-founded by Zacharias kunuk, norman cohn, 
Paul apak, and Pauloosie qulitalik. the company 
focuses on bringing people of multiple age ranges, 
cultural backgrounds, and belief systems together 
to support and promote canada’s indigenous 
community through television, the Internet and 
films. Isuma’s mission is to produce independent 
community-based media aimed to preserve and 
enhance Inuit culture and language; to create jobs 
and economic development in Igloolik and 
nunavut; and to tell authentic Inuit stories to Inuit 
and non-Inuit audiences worldwide. 

In 2006, the I-TASC/Polar tangent crew (Marko 
Peljhan, stephen kovats, sašo Podgoršek) first 
visited Igloolik and worked for two weeks with 
community members and took part in a field visit 
to suiraarjuk, facilitated by the Igloolik Isuma 
crew. the fundamentals of what is today the focus 
of API was born on that trip in discussion with 
Zacharias kunuk, Paul quassa, Paul Irngaut and 
the late Pauloosie qulitalik. since 2006, API and 
Isuma have been collaborating on a set of nunavut 
based activities. 

beginning in 1988, Isuma’s unique style of 
‘re-lived’ drama – Qaggiq (gathering Place, 1988), 
Nunaqpa (going Inland, 1990), Saputi (Fish traps, 
1993), and the 13 part dramatic tV series, Nunavut 
(our land, 1994–95) – achieved worldwide 
recognition and acclaim, winning awards in canada, 
France, Peru, USA, spain, taiwan and japan.

In 1999, Isuma filmed the first aboriginal-lan-
guage canadian feature movie, Atanarjuat The 
Fast Runner, which won the caméra d’or for best 
First Feature Film at the 2001 cannes International 
Film Festival, six canadian genies including best 
Picture and 19 international festival awards 
overall. More than sixty international film critics 
named it one of the ten best Films of 2002.

In 2005, The Journals of Knud Rasmussen, a 
canada-denmark co-production set in 1922 
Igloolik was released and selected to open the 
2006 toronto International Film Festival.
Isuma’s next feature was Before Tomorrow (2008), 
based on a novel by danish writer jorn riel. Before 
Tomorrow was written and directed by arnait 
Video Productions (Women’s Video Workshop of 
Igloolik). Isuma also produces and distributes 
 documentaries for television including Artcirq 
(2001), Kunuk Family Reunion (2003), Urban Inuk 
(2005) and Kiviaq vs. Canada (2006).

since Isuma means “to have a thought”, the 
collaborators of Igloolik Isuma Productions 
encourage alternative and multimedia processes 
designed to make the world at large think not only 
about the Inuit and their current plight, but about 
indigenous peoples in general, and the future of 
the role of community in society. 

In 2007 they launched ISUMATV, a free video 
Internet portal dedicated to hosting and streaming 

ᐃᓴᒍᑕᖅ (IsAguTAQ) MobIle 
PoWer sysTeM (MPs) 
ᐃᓴᒍᑕᖅ (IsAguTAQ) = rAy oF lIgHT
MobIle PoWer systeM, 2010

API’s Mobile Power system (MPS) is specifically 
designed to be a highly portable, quickly 
deployable renewable power generation plant and 
is a result of fieldwork requirements that emerged 
during the I-TASC and MAKROLAB projects. the MPS 
is capable of 2KW generation, supporting 2 solar 
plants, and 2 wind turbines in total. Field-tested 
on siuraarjuk Peninsula, NU May 2010 it supplied 
ample power to light the cabin, power a laptop 
and satellite internet connection, which in turn 
allowed for a live video exchange between 
suiraarjuk, NU and london, UK.

concePt: Matthew biederman, Marko Peljhan, nejc trošt
a design and industrial collaboration between API, PROJEKT 
ATOL and C-ASTRAL ltd.  (samo stopar, andrej bizjak, Primoz 
lemut) 
the plans of the Isagutaq will be published in the technology 
cahier under an open source license.

ᑲᓪᓕᑕᖅ kAllITAQ – 
API MMCu PA001 
ᑲᓪᓕᑕᖅ (kAllITAQ) = THuNder / lIgHTNINg
Modular habItatIon unIt, ongoIng

the kallitaq unit is a modular habitation unit 
designed for mobility and nomadic life on the land 
for extended periods of time, while being able to 
be connected back to the community (and the 
world) through communications technologies and 
having access to power generation and technologi-
cal systems from sensors to water production, 
amongst others. For example, the multi-function 
unit will be used for: media authoring and stream-
ing, scientific research, hunting, and environmental 
monitoring and assessment, which could happen 
simultaneously. the plans for the kallitaq, which is 
essentially a modern, modular version of a 
traditional qamutik and iglutaq designs, will be 
published as open source documents, allowing for 
the rapid reproduction, and adaptation of the unit 
by communities as they see fit.

the unit will be able to be changed and adapted 
for local use and conditions, from the use of 
sealskins for the covering to the use of caribou or 
polar bear skin interiors for extreme winter 
conditions or geographical locations with specific 
materials available. the units produced by API will 
use advanced, lighter materials, due to the 
construction in the south. however, the design is 
meant to be completely adaptable to different 
materials, and uses.

the unit will be powered by an onboard 
Isagutaq system, and will support a full suite of 
tatsipaa sensors, HF, UHF and VHF rx/tx, and 

indigenous filmmaker’s work, audio and blogs. 
the site hosts films that put forth an aboriginal 
view and is intended to help native communities 
around the world become connected. 

seleCTIoN

r00m 1

In the cinema space, three feature films produced 
by Isuma will be screened at fixed times.

 ▪ Atanarjuat The Fast Runner  
(172 min., dir. Zacharias Kunuk, 2001)
sat–sun 11.15

 ▪ The Journals of Knud Rasmussen (112 min, 
dir. Zacharias kunuk, norman cohn, 2006) 
Wed–Fri 15.15, sat–sun 14.30

 ▪ Before Tomorrow (93 min., dir. Marie-hélène 
cousineau, Madeline Ivalu, 2008) 
Wed–Fri 17.30, sat–sun 16.45

room 2 

In this room, the 1994-95 classic 13-episode tV 
series Nunavut (our land) is shown along with a 
selection of documentaries produced by the 
national Film board of canada.

monitor 1
Nunavut (our land) produced by Igloolik Isuma 
Productions

 ▪ episode 1: Qimuksik (dog team), 1994, 
28:50 Min.

 ▪ episode 2: Avaja (avaja), 1994, 28:50 Min.
 ▪ episode 3: Qarmaq (stone house), 1995, 

28:50 Min.
 ▪ episode 4: Tugaliaq (Ice blocks), 1995, 

28:50 Min.
 ▪ episode 5: Angiraq (home), 1995, 28:50 Min.
 ▪ episode 6: Auriaq (stalking), 1995, 28:50 Min.
 ▪ episode 7: Qulangisi (seal Pups), 1995, 

28:50 Min.

monitor 2
Nunavut (our land) produced by Igloolik Isuma 
Productions

 ▪ episode 8: Avamuktulik (Fish swimming), 1995, 
28:50 Min.

 ▪ episode 9: Aiviaq (Walrus hunt), 1995, 
28:50 Min.

 ▪ episode 10: Qaisut (Polar bear Island), 1995, 
28:50 Min.

 ▪ episode 11: Tuktuliaq (caribou hunt), 1995, 
28:50 Min.

 ▪ episode 12: Unaaq (harpoon), 1995, 28:50 Min.
 ▪ episode 13: Quviasukvik (happy day), 1995, 

28:50 Min.

l-band data rx/tx systems. a snow and ice melter 
will also be a design option on future systems as 
well as a ultra-lightweight design for dog team 
travel. 

developed in conjunction with nunavut community members, 
API architectural submissions, C-ASTRAL Inc., Paleta d.o.o.
concePt: Matthew biederman, Marko Peljhan, nejc trošt
design and architecture: nejc trošt
manufacturing team: samo stopar, andrej bizjak, 
aljosa lozej, Miha bratina

API ArCHITeCTurAl desIgN 
CoMPeTITIoN 
PresentatIon oF the results oF the Inter-
natIonal archItecture coMPetItIon, 2009

three architects – richard carbonnier (nunavut, 
canada), giuseppe Mecca (Italy), and catherine 
rannou (France) – have been selected as joint 
third place winners of the arctic Perspective 
Initiative (API) open architecture competition. the 
challenge of this international competition, 
announced in early 2009, was to design a mobile 
media-based work and habitation unit, capable of 
functioning in extreme cold as well as in temperate 
climates, and incorporating the use of renewable 
energy, water and waste recycling systems.

From geopolitics to climate change, the global 
community is increasingly focused on the 
circumpolar regions. this was evident in that API 
received a staggering 103 architectural and 
engineering submissions from 30 different 
countries and territories, proving that the earth’s 
polar regions and communities are seen as at the 
heart of a critical global junction. With progres-
sively more access to these regions – and 
consequently more interest by domestic and 
foreign governments and corporations in the 
north’s natural and economic resources – API is 
committed to the empowerment and sustainable 
development of northern communities through 
the collaboration and combination of science, 
arts, engineering and culture.  

For the international call for proposals for the 
MOBILE MEDIA-CENTRIC HABITATION AND WORK 
UNIT 33 applied as teams and 70 of them as single 
applicants. the greater number was male (75), but 
also some female teams, single female applicants 
(13) or mixed teams (12) contributed their ideas.

In detail, these are (name country and number 
of submissions): belarus 1, canada 6, chile 2, 
china 1, denmark 1, France 5, georgia 1, germany 
18, great britain 7, greece 1, hong kong 3, hungary 
1, India 6, Indonesia 1, Italy 4, japan 2, kuwait 1, 
Mexico 1, netherlands 2, nunavut, canada 1, 
Pakistan 1, Poland 1, romania 1, russia 5, slovenia 
3, spain 4, turkey 1, ukraine 1, USA 19, Venezuela 1, 
yakutia, russia 1
the jury convened in reykjavik, Iceland, from 
september 15–18, 2009. 



jury members: Inke arns (artistic director: HMKV, 
dortmund), johan berte (Princess elisabeth 
antarctic station Project Manager: International 
Polar Foundation, brussels), Matthew biederman 
(artist, director: C-TASC, Montréal), Michael bravo 
(head of history and Public Policy research group: 
scott Polar research Institute, university of 
cambridge), Francesca Ferguson (Independent 
architecture curator, basel), andreas Müller 
(anarchitektur, berlin), Marko Peljhan (artist, 
director: Projekt atol, co-director: uc Institute for 
research in the arts, ljubljana / santa barbara), 
nicola triscott (director: the arts catalyst, 
london)

out of the 103 submissions, the jury awarded 
three third prizes each worth 1.500 € to:

 ▪ richard carbonnier, Mittimatalik  
(Pond Inlet – nunavut, canada)

 ▪ giuseppe Mecca, Florence (Italy), and 
 ▪ catherine rannou, Plouezoc‘h (France)

a selection of 30 shortlisted submissions are 
displayed along with three 1:15 models of the 
winning proposals.

ShortLiSt ArchitecturAL comPetitioN

 ▪ ben addy, moxon architects (UK)
 ▪ jo blackburne (UK)
 ▪ Marijn bokhorst (NL)
 ▪ natasha borisova (RU)
 ▪ tim boyd, michaelis boyd associates (UK)
 ▪ carl burdick, laura karnath (US)
 ▪ severn clay-youman, studio les betes (US)
 ▪ david cole (UK)
 ▪ Matevez Francic, Iztok Prosen, jernej jalovec (SI)
 ▪ gabriel andrei, alexandru Ifrim, Mugur Panaite, 

team UAIM (RO)
 ▪ david garcia, alanna baudinet (DK)
 ▪ natasha harper (US)
 ▪ etienne jaunet (FR)
 ▪ alexey karachinsky (RU)
 ▪ William kemper (US)
 ▪ simon kettel (DE)
 ▪ robert klein, loftwerk (DE)
 ▪ Michael kleshchyov (RU)
 ▪ janina kreis, selina jansen (DE)
 ▪ benny chiu Ming lee, oi kee agnes hung, 

Paul kui chuen Mui, bread studio (HK)
 ▪ benjamin leucht (DE)
 ▪ umair Zia Malik (PK)
 ▪ carlos Patricio torres olguin, javiera campano 

cabrera, enrique barria noziglia, Marylinne 
 Valdivia, TOHAAS arquitectos (CL)

 ▪ takuya onishi (JP)
 ▪ lance rake, Monica carric, gavin baxter,  

bert de Muynck (US)
 ▪ joaquin rodriguez, aaron onchi,  

javier garay (MX)
 ▪ saiful Islam (IN)
 ▪ dustin stephens, alan ho (US)
 ▪ sabrina Wolf, eugen becker,  

bumble bee & tank (DE)

Zealand-produced science-fiction film The Quiet 
Earth (1985) by geoff Murphy. grenzhaeuser’s 
photographs show facilities related to the mining 
and settlement history as well as science and 
research work on the archipelago. Zuckerhut 
(Sugar Loaf, 2007) depicts the disaffected coal 
mine ‘gruve 2’ in longyearbyen, the capital of 
spitzbergen, while Winkelstation (Angle Station, 
2007) presents a building in ruins, which up to 
around 1960 was used to redirect the cableways 
tracks from the two mining pits towards the 
harbour. Schmelze (Melt, 2007) shows the loading 
station of the svea coal mining settlement.

The Islands series analyses the relations 
between architecture and topography on the 
backdrop of spitzbergen’s settlement history. the 
pictures show individual huts, most of which were 
built at the outset of the 20th century by hunters 
and trappers, but also miners. In the past they 
were used for overwintering or as a protection 
against sudden weather changes. some of the huts 
are still used today by scientists.

API lIbrAry 
VarIous authors, In Progress

the library contains a selection of essential 
readings selected by API in order to understand 
the circumpolar region and issues surrounding it 
from arctic geopolitics, governance, autonomy, 
militarization to climate change debates, art and 
traditional knowledge. there are hard to find 
selections from the Interviewing Inuit Elders and 
Memory and Inuit History series published by 
the arctic college that contain insights and 
recollections from elders on a variety of issues 
from the militarization of nunavut in the 1940’s, 
cosmology and shamanism, to health issues both 
past and present. a bibliography is also provided 
with a complete booklist.

API doCuMeNT rooM 
VarIous legal agreeMents and docuMents, 
google earth layers, MaPs, Internet 
terMInals, 2010

Inside the document room, you can find a 
selection of maps, legal documents, and other 
materials to further contextualize the political, 
social, and cultural landscape of the north. there 
are computer terminals with links to external 
websites and document repositories with 
pertinent information, and a google earth layer 
documenting API’s work as well as a geolocated 
 archive of DEW and BMEWS sites with archival 
photographs, and Inuktitut place names for many 

lIZe Mogel

AreA oF deTAIl 
InstallatIon, 2008, uPdated 2010

the translation of the spherical world onto the flat 
plane of a map is a mathematical problem; the 
translation of the political world into a map is an 
ideological problem. how does one represent the 
world in a way that does not show dominance? 
something or someone is always on the top or at 
the center.

the united nations emblem is a world map 
centered on the north Pole. the continents are not 
divided by national boundaries, thus geopolitical 
relationships are not pictured. this map is purely 
symbolic, representing nations united under 
common interests, all parts considered equal.

What is at the center of the UN emblem? a blank 
spot that belies the geopolitical realities of the 
area. this area of detail, the ice-bound ocean of 
the arctic circle, is regulated by the UN through 
the law of the sea which sets how nations define 
and exploit their territorial boundaries. as the 
climate warms and ice recedes, new possibilities 
for commerce and capital become possible. this 
center of the World is becoming a focal point in 
other ways, as surrounding nations look to claim 
territory in order to develop new energy resources 
and commercial routes. LM

API soNIC lANdsCAPe 
tent, dIgItal audIo FIles, 2010

the sonic landscape of nunavut is at times 
strikingly different than in the south and at other 
times exceedingly similar. sounds of traffic, birds, 
snow underfoot, construction, and music 
dominate the soundscape. Inside the tent is a 
selection of audio materials ranging from field 
recordings, produced contemporary music of 
nunavut, ethnographic recordings of early Inuit 
songs, ayaya songs, community radio, HF radio 
net, and throat singing.  

field recordings By: Matthew biederman, Inukjuak 
soundmap Project (nimilan yoganathan / Max stein 
with recordings by: Mattusie Pov, tommy Weetaluktuk, 
tukai rousseau) 
comPilation edited By: Matthew biederman
recordings from: Inuit songs from eskimo Point, 
ramon  Pelinski, luke suluk, and lucy amarok 
the copper eskimo tradition: jeam oqhena,  
Frank kuptana, jimmy Memorana, William qagyun 
with additional songs from: leena evic, 
alacie tullaugaq & lucy amarualik, errol Fletcher

geographical features with translations. the 
united nations law of the sea (UNCLOS) and the 
groundbreaking nunavut land claims agreement 
can be read here. together, these documents 
(among others) define the contemporary political 
situation in nunavut and beyond.

google earth Placename layers and maps courtesy of Inuit 
heritage trust 
google earth DEW line archive: Matthew biederman
research and collection: API

eCHo oF THe lAsT HoWl 
guy Fradette (director), taqramiut Productions for 
Makivik corporation, nunavik, CA, 2005, 54 min.

nanette croce
SLeD Dog SLAughter, or: Were iNuit 
huSkieS SyStemAticALLy Put DoWN?

according to many Inuit, a systematic sled dog 
slaughter took place between the 1950s and 60s in 
canada. Was it animal control or an attempt to 
destroy Inuit culture? because the affected 
communities were so remote and scattered, it was 
not until the 1990s that a pattern of sled dog 
slaughter emerged, indicating that these may have 
been more than isolated acts for the purpose of 
animal control.

hiStory of iNuit SLeD DogS

the relationship of Inuit cultures and their sled 
dogs may date back 2000 years. known as Inuit 
huskies or eskimo dogs they bonded strongly with 
their owners, pulling sleds, sniffing out prey during 
the hunt, and often saving lives by warning of thin 
ice or fending off enraged polar bears. “dogs 
equaled life,” according to Inuit johnny Munick.

Where hAve ALL the SLeD DogS goNe? 

according to the canadian eskimo dog association 
the numbers of purebreds dropped from 20,000 in 
the 1950s to perhaps 200 now. the site attributes 
this to various factors including an increase in 
snowmobile use leading to a lack of interest in 
perpetuating the breed. however, many Inuit see 
it the opposite way around. according to them, it 
was after the sled dog slaughter took place that 
they were encouraged to replace their teams with 
snowmobiles, which were not only less versatile 
but far beyond the economic reach of the average 
Inuit hunter of the time.

SLeD Dog SLAughter comeS to Light

In the late 1990s the Makivik corporation began 
holding meetings in several Inuit communities with 
memories of the slaughter. It soon came to appear 
that these were not just random events. at the 
time the government claimed the killings were to 
prevent a rabies epidemic and/or dogs running 

API FIeldWork 
doCuMeNTATIoN 
sPrIng 2006, suMMer 2009, sPrIng 2010 
(ongoIng)

Video and photo documentation from Igloolik, 
Mittimatilik, qaggiagvik Island, Maniqtuuk Island, 
Ikpik river mouth, Ilutulaaq kangiqllu, suirarjuuk, 
qiqiktaluuk, sikusiilaarmiut imanga

Photos/video By: Matthew biederman, august black, 
charlie Ittukssarjuat, stephen kovats,  Marko Peljhan, 
sašo Podgoršek, nejc trošt

nathalIe grenZhaeuser

THe CoNsTruCTIoN oF THe 
QuIeT World / THe IslANds
selectIon oF 7 PhotograPhs FroM the serIes 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE QUIET WORLd and 
THE ISLANdS

 ▪ Zuckerhut (sugar loaf), 2007, lightjet print, 
diasec face matte, 120 × 60 cm, from the series 
The Construction of the Quiet World, courtesy 
deutscher Wetterdienst, offenbach

 ▪ Winkelstation (angle station), lightjet print, 
diasec face matte, 120 × 60 cm, from the series 
The Construction of the Quiet World, courtesy 
galerie anita beckers, Frankfurt am Main

 ▪ Schmelze (Melt), 2007, lightjet print, diasec 
face matte, 120 × 60 cm, from the series The 
Construction of the Quiet World, courtesy 
galerie anita beckers, Frankfurt am Main

 ▪ Palanderbukta, 2007, Fine art Print, framed, 
56 × 65 cm, from the series The Islands, courtesy 
galerie anita beckers, Frankfurt am Main

 ▪ Würzburger Hütte, 2006, Fine art Print, framed, 
56 × 65 cm, from the series The Islands, courtesy 
galerie anita beckers, Frankfurt am Main

 ▪ Elvenneset, 2007, Fine art Print, framed, 
56 × 65 cm, from the series The Islands, courtesy 
galerie anita beckers, Frankfurt am Main

 ▪ Hytevika, 2006, Fine art Print, framed, 
56 × 65 cm, from the series The Islands, courtesy 
galerie anita beckers, Frankfurt am Main

nathalie grenzhaeuser’s work is concerned with 
the perception of expansive landscapes. deserts, 
abandoned industrial sites, urban and natural 
landscapes are recurring motifs in the artists’ 
photographs, through which she considers the 
relations between man and nature. opening 
a space for dialogue between association and 
memory, the seeming emptiness and barrenness of 
these landscapes are essential to  grenzhaeuser’s 
work.

the series entitled The Construction of the Quiet 
World, which was shot on the spitzbergen 
archipelago in the arctic ocean, addresses the 
developments and mutations of the arctic 
landscape. the title of the work refers to the new 

loose (it is almost impossible to keep these strong 
pulling dogs tethered). however, the destruction 
of their dogs denied heads of Inuit households 
their livelihood and plunged them into poverty.
the alleged slaughter was documented in the 2005 
film echo of the last howl. at the premiere, Inuit 
victims personally told heartrending tales of dogs 
filing off dutifully to their slaughter or being cut 
down in front of their owners’ eyes by royal 
canadian Mounted Police.

the canadian government has never acknow-
ledged that the sled dog slaughter took place, and 
records of the royal canadian Mounted Police from 
that time were, some claim, destroyed by fire.

first PuBlished in native american/First nations history, 
May 5, 2006, http://nativeamericanfirstnationshistory.
suite101.com/article.cfm/sleddogslaughter

brAMor uAs  
(uNMANNed AerIAl 
sysTeM, oPerATIoNAl) 
230 cM × 96 cM × 65 cM, 2007

blended wing modular airframe, modular 
sensor payload, wireless video link, orthophoto 
 capabilities, ground control station

maiden flight 2007
designed and manufactured By C-ASTRAL (ajdovščina, SI)

sPeCTrAl sysTeM s-77CCr 
uAs (uNMANNed AerIAl 
sysTeM, ProToTyPe) 
400 cM × 170 cM × 70 cM, 2005

Modular sensor payload, wireless video link, 
ground control station

maiden flight 2005
designed and manufactured By C-ASTRAL (ajdovščina, SI)

API sysTeMs  
sCHeMATIC 2010 
2010

the schematic presents the current status and 
interconnections of the API ‚system of systems‘ as 
currently envisioned and implemented.

concePt: Matthew biederman, Marko Peljhan, nejc trost
design: nejc trost



ArCTIC PersPeCTIve
hmkv At the PhoeNiX hALLe DortmuND  
juNe 18 – october 10, 2010,  
oPeNiNg: friDAy, juNe 18, 2010, 19:00

a cooperation between  
hartware  MedienkunstVerein, dortmund (DE), 
Zavod  Projekt atol, ljubljana (SI), the arts 
catalyst, london (UK),  C-TASC, Montreal (CA), 
lorna, reykjavik (IS)

WWW.ArcticPerSPective.org

With the PArticiPAtioN of

Matthew biederman (CA)
andrej bizjak (SI)
august black (US)
C-ASTRAL flight team (SI)
richard carbonnier (nunavut, CA)
nathalie grenzhaeuser (DE)
Igliniit project (nunavut, CA)
Igloolik Isuma Production (nunavut, CA)
Inukjuak sound Map, nimalan yoganathan (CA)
kinngait studios (nunavut, CA)
stephen kovats (CA/DE)
Makivik corporation (nunavik, CA)
giuseppe Mecca (IT)
lize Mogel (US)
cornelius nutarak sr. (nunavut, CA)
Marko Peljhan (SI)
sašo Podgoršek (SI)
catherine rannou (FR)
sensestage/labxmodal (CA)
taqramiut Productions (nunavik, CA)
Wesley smith (US)
samo stopar (SI)
nejc trošt (SI)
boris Volkov (RU)

results of the international  
API architectural competition

curAtorS

Inke arns, Matthew biederman, Marko Peljhan

Project mANAgemeNt AND ProDuctioN

andrea eichardt

ASSiStANce

ulrike schrul

iNterN

nadine hartmann

ADviSor for the Architecture  
of the eXhibitioN

thibaut de ruyter

mANAgiNg Director

Frauke hoffschulte

trANSLAtioNS

Patrick “boris” kremer

techNicAL DirectorS

uwe gorski, stephan karass

techNicAL teAm

sanja biere, jens eberhardt, sylvia johst, 
kai  kickelbick, Željko Petonic, Martin titze

veNue

HMKV at the PHOENIX halle dortmund
PHOENIX Platz 4 (hochofenstr. / at the corner of 
rombergstr.), 44263 dortmund, www.hmkv.de

oPeNiNg hourS

Wed – Fri 15:00 – 20:00, sat – sun 11:00 – 20:00

ADmiSSioN

5 € / 3 € (concessions)

guiDeD tourS

each sunday at 16:00
and by appointment

PubLicAtioN 

series editors: Inke arns, Matthew biederman, 
Marko Peljhan, nicola triscott
designed by Ziga testen
cahier no. 1: Architecture, edited by andreas 
Müller, 148 pp., 92 illustrations (16 in color)  
(ISBN 978-3-7757-2679-5)
cahier no. 2: Geopolitics and Autonomy, edited 
by Michael bravo and nicola triscott, 96 pp.  
(ISBN 978-3-7757-2681-8)
cahier no. 3: Technology, edited by adam hyde, 
96 pp. (ISBN 978-3-7757-2682-5)
cahier no. 4: Landscape, edited by Inke arns, 
Matthew biederman and Marko Peljhan, 96 pp. 
(ISBN 978-3-7757-2680-1)

english, 16,50 × 24 cm, hatje cantz,  
ostfildern 2010, www.hatjecantz.de

oPeN SPAce coNfereNce 

PHOENIX halle dortmund, september 24–26, 2010

coNtAct 

hartware MedienkunstVerein (HMKV)
güntherstr. 65, 44143 dortmund
t +49.231.823 106 
info@hmkv.de, www.hmkv.de

Project PArtNerS

hmkv (De)

artistic director: dr. Inke arns
managing director:  Frauke hoffschulte, 
dr. susanne ackers
organization/Production: andrea eichardt
Press relations: steffen korthals

ZAvoD Projekt AtoL (Si)

artistic director: Marko Peljhan
organization/Production: Marko gabrijelčič, 
 barbara hribar
technical team: andrej bizjak, Miha  bratina, 
aljoša lozej, samo stopar, nejc trošt

the ArtS cAtALySt (uk)

director: nicola triscott
curator: rob la Frenais
organization/Production: gillean dickie, 
shiraz ksaiba
Press relations: jo Fells

c-tASc (cA)

Matthew biederman

LorNA (iS)

Páll thayer
Margrét elísabet Ólafsdóttir

thANkS

rob annable, Ieva auzina, sigurdur björn blöndal, 
C-ASTRAL, ltd. (SI), canadian north airlines, 
ZouZou chapman, holly hunruh, hótel glymur, 
hvalfjardarsveit (IS), hunters and trappers 
organization (Mittimatilik, NU), harry Ikiraapik 
Ittukssarjuat, celina and sandy Irngaut, charlie 
Ittukssarjuat, Igoolik Isuma Productions (nunavut, 
CA), george legrady, Zacharias kunuk, listaháskóli 
Íslands, Iceland academy of the arts, reykjavik 
(IS), national Film board of canada (NFB), tanya 
das neves, herve Paniaq, jerica Živa Puterle, Paul 
quassa, guillaume I. saladin, ARTCIRQ (nunavut, 
CA), heather sanden, the school for renewable 
energy science,  akureyri (IS), Marije baalman, 
chris salter, sensestage/labxmodal (CA), jure 
Vetršek, kim yasuda, the community of Igloolik 
(nunavut, CA), our families
Inuit heritage trust, qikiqtani Inuit association, 
Philippa ootoowak, nattinak center, oana spinu, 
cheryl ashton, nunavut Film development 
corporation
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